UNIQUE Wrist Options

- Flexion Wrist - passive, locking in 3 positions
- Multi-Flex Wrist - flexible, self-adapting
- MC Wrist Rotation - high performance
  - Built-in - only 1.6 cm longer than hand alone
  - Forearm installation - runs all TDs

High Performance: Only with MC Hand!

- Safety Release
- High-strength fingers
- Brushless D.C. Motor with ProHand Plus

Motion Control
KEEPING LIFE IN MOTION
A JIllauer COMPANY
**Durable Materials**
- High Strength machined aluminum
- Steel fingers optional
- Wide gripping fingers

**High Performance Drive**
Even stiff silicone gloves can open fully.
Ultra High Speed in both:
- Utah Arm 3 at 12 volts
- ProHand Plus at 7.2 volts

**The “ProHand” Option**
The Motion Control Hand with a ProControl 2 built right into the Hand! “Plug & Play” for use with nearly all manufacturers’ components.

**Quick-Disconnect**
Fits standard wrists and Motion Control (MC) Wrist Rotator.

**Short Hand Option**
Save space without sacrificing Q/D feature.

**Multiple Wrist Options**
Flexion Wrist, Multi-Flex and MC Wrist Rotator

**Safety Release**
Convenient opening, even in emergencies!

**Cosmetic Covers**
Compatible with many high-quality gloves including:
Centri - PVC or silicone (w/micro-coating option)
Regal - Silicone for myoelectric hands
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